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"I will kill that man, Dizzy. I promise I will. Even if it's the last thing I do." -- Bob Reiniger, Mourning
over the bones of his dead friendBob Reiniger plots and waits, waits and plots. The one thought
dominating his days is the revenge of Dizzy's death. And while he's at it, protecting his "family" is a
priority.Clyde Barster made the apocalypse worse when he burned Lettie's house to the ground and
killed Bob's best friend. Now Bob must exact his revenge. However, several will try and stop him: A
man with a strange device that threatens Libby, a stranger named Carmen and even his own
kin.Defending No Where is the third book of e a lake's latest series - The No Where Apocalypse.
The action intensifies as Bob gets closer to his ultimate goal...only to discover he was a fool in going
after it.
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Every book is worse than the previous one. Annoying stupid characters who are myopic, They are
constantly surprised by smarter people and never see any threat coming. I don't know why they
carry any firearms because as soon as they are confronted with any aggression they lay down their
arms and let the bad people do whatever they want. Then of course after laying down their firearms

they are saved by some outside force. Absolutely ridiculous story. The upper peninsula of Michigan
is similar to Pennsylvania, where everyone is a deer hunter and has a deer rifle and knows how to
use it. So for this character to not have a rifle is just plain stupid. The last chapters of the story are
the worst, and reading it makes one very angry and you say why would they do the stupid things
they are doing. Totally implausible! Hated these stupid people!

I have been loving the series, but a little security would be nice. How about a look out on the road!
Always short of firearms, what happened to the 22LR rifle of the killer dad and children or the 12
gauge of the gang? Or traps in the woods or a fence? I like Bob, but he is a moron at times. Taking
a pistol to kill someone, when there is a perfectly good 30-30. Pistol = lucky to hit a broad side of a
barn at 25 yards and then a 30-30 effective range of 150 yards, but open iron sights = 75 yards for a
man size target easily. I am invested in the characters and want them to survive, but I do hold my
head in my hands sometimes.

I like this series. Just a random guy, not an ex-soldier, prepper, but just some guy who was put into
a place where he has to survive. Sure, there are some situations where I think "I can't believe he
has not died" but he makes it. Great support characters, he would not survive without them! Can't
wait for Book 4!

I mostly enjoyed the first 2 books, and this one as well, but there are problems that I can no longer
ignore with the story and the characters. The last straw for me was the wasted killing of 2 of 3
horses near the end of this book. These people are supposed to be almost starving to death. 2 of 3
horses are killed, and NO ONE involved thinks to convert those fresh carcasses to food? Not even a
single meal? Seriously? Just the last stupid mistake in a long series of stupid mistakes regarding
food, personal security, health and hygiene, etc. At this point, I feel like most of the characters
deserve to die and I no longer find them believable. The characters actions have become muddy
and are not individually distinct enough to carry the story beyond the stupidity of the errors.

Nothing to dislike on the third in series and what a great tease for the next book to come
out.Survival is like marriage it's not 50 50. Its 100 100 and remember politics don't change as
whatever you make they want you to give it all up.

I truly enjoyed this book. I felt that the situations were well portrayed. I have never been in the

northern part of the U. S. but it seems evident that the author has. The descriptions of the
environment convince me that I don't want to visit in the winter! I enjoy each character. They are
well developed and I really cared about what was going on with each. I also enjoy the way the
teenager is written, moody and hostile! . No Where is a very good series and I recommend it to
anyone that wants a feel-good read.
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